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Abstract:
This chapter analyses the interplay of branding, music, and religious discourse at the London branch of Hillsong Church, an Australia-based trans-national evangelical Christian church that brands itself through its distinctive musical offerings. The production of the church’s music is centered on its flagship church in Australia, and disseminated across its network through standardized recorded and performative forms. Despite this standardization, interviews with congregation members based in Hillsong’s London branch revealed a branded experience of the music in which imagined ideas of London and Australia were shaped through extra-musical communication, giving otherwise objective elements of music distinct subjective qualities.
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Introduction

Global brands, popular music, and evangelical Christianity are products of cultural flows (Appadurai 1990) that facilitate interaction between the “global” and the “local”, in what Roland Robertson (1995) has referred to as glocalization. Originally a marketing term, glocalization describes the processes by which “global” (usually western) ideas and products are adapted to local consumption contexts (ibid: 28-29). It expands the understanding of “locality” by eschewing “top down” or “bottom up” models of culture in favour of dialectical interactions (ibid: 30). For example, while McDonald’s has become shorthand for the “hegemonic rationalization of culture” (Ritzer 2010), Maharaja Macs in India and McLaks in Norway demonstrate local adaptations of its products. Once accepted, though, a brand like McDonald’s may become so ingrained in the “local” consciousness that its foreign origins are forgotten (Belk 2000). The global adaptation and transformation of popular musics such as Hip-Hop into sonic symbols of local identity speaks to similar dynamics (Mitchell 2001). By the same token, many forms of evangelical Christianity have shown a remarkable ability to glocalize, adapting to almost every socioeconomic and cultural milieu into which they are introduced (Robbins 2004). Marketing, music, and religion can all glocalize because they are experiential vehicles for meaning making. As Robin Sylvan argues in his cross-cultural study of the religious dimensions of popular music, meaning in both religion and music is created by the interaction of multiple levels of individual experience – physiological, psychological, socio-cultural, semiological, virtual, ritual, and spiritual (Sylvan 2002: 19-44). This is also true of the meaning of brands, which has been studied by scholars

The importance of experience in creating meaning has not been lost on practitioners of marketing, music, or religion. Several recent brand management books advocate encouraging “an almost religious zeal” in customers (Hanlon 2006: 4; see also Lindstrom 2005) and branding “like a rock star” (Jones 2012). The religious-like activities of music fans are well documented, perhaps no more so than those of Elvis devotees, some of whom create shrines to the King and make pilgrimages to Graceland (Harrison 1992). The intrinsic role of music in shaping religious experience has been evident to practitioners of the “great” religions for thousands of years (Beck 2006). More recently, the explosion of religious branding consultancies shows that marketing is increasingly being embraced by religious organisations (Einstein 2008). Although the marketing of religious experience is most familiar as a feature of evangelical Christian organizations, groups like the Jewish Kabbalah movement and the Japan-based Buddhist organization Soka Gakkai International show that sophisticated marketing efforts are a cross-faith phenomenon.

It is surprising, then, that while there have been several studies of music and branding, branding and religion, and religion and music, there seems to have been no attempt to study all three as a single rubric, even more so given acknowledgement of the roles of
both marketing and popular music in the megachurch movement (Sargeant 2000; Twitchell 2007). This chapter begins to redress this, positing the experience of brand, music, and religious discourse as a gestalt “Sound”. It takes as its case study Hillsong Church, the Australian megachurch whose brand is inextricable from its self-produced, internationally influential pop/rock worship music.

Hillsong’s music “product” is one (if not the) main driver of its growth (McIntyre 2007) – a glocalized offering adopted by Christian churches all over the world. Like McDonald’s, Hillsong focuses on the consistency of its product, and achieves it by standardizing production and delivery. However, while McDonald’s adapts the content of its product for local tastes, Hillsong does not. Rather, it offers a global musical product mix that is positioned through extra-musical communication and adapted by its worshipers through the frame of the brand in the local contexts in which it is offered and received.

The ethnographic data presented herein was collected during three years of research at Hillsong’s London branch as part of the author’s PhD project (Wagner forthcoming), which involved participant observation and interviews with Hillsong London’s congregation members, musicians from Hillsong’s London and Australian churches, and Hillsong Church’s trans-national leadership. This paper is organized as follows: First, I provide background on Hillsong Church and information on its business model, mission, and message. The next section discusses how Hillsong ensures consistency by centralizing the production of its music around its flagship Australian church and standardizing its delivery in live performance. I next develop the concept of a branded “Hillsong Sound” as a product of stakeholders’ social imagining of
places and people in the Hillsong network. This is followed by a description of an abandoned attempt to create a distinct “European Sound” at Hillsong’s London location by changing its musical product. The final section will give an example of Hillsong’s use of extra-musical communication in shaping worshipers’ social imaginations through a description of a video shown as a lead in to a weekly worship service at Hillsong London. The video positions the church as a “home” of overlapping communities that is a significant actor in a global evangelical project, glocalizing the brand and the music in the experience of the “Hillsong Sound”.

**Background and Business Model**

Head Pastors Brian and Bobbie Houston founded Hillsong Church as the Hills Christian Life Centre in 1983. It initially had a congregation of 45 that met in a rented school hall in the Baulkham Hills district, a suburb of Sydney. Today, around 23,000 worshipers a week attend services at its purpose-built 3,500 seat flagship church (which remains in Baulkham Hills), its three other Australian campuses and twelve extension services, as well at Hillsong-branded churches in major cities such as London, Kiev, Cape Town, Stockholm, Paris, Moscow, and New York City. Hillsong’s annual conference draws in excess of 28,000 people, while its European counterpart, the Hillsong Europe conference, draws about 16,000 people annually. The church’s beliefs and practices are rooted in Pentecostalism (Brian Houston is a former head of Assemblies of God in Australia), but its website does not align the church with a specific tradition (McIntyre 2007: 176). This is standard practice for
most “seeker” churches (Sargeant 2000). In this respect, then, Hillsong Church is better classified under a broad “evangelical Christian” rubric.

Hillsong is perhaps the most striking example of the confluence of sophisticated marketing techniques and popular music that has characterized the megachurch movement (cf. Sargeant 2000). To date, it has produced over 40 albums, sold over 11 million copies worldwide, and amassed over 30 gold and platinum awards¹. These albums are separated into product streams meant for specific target audiences. For example, Hillsong Kids features music produced for children and Hillsong Chapel offers acoustic arrangements of Hillsong’s songs for those who seek a “quieter” worship experience than that afforded by the electric guitar, keyboard, and drums driven originals. Hillsong’s global popularity, though, stems primarily from its two main product streams, Hillsong United and Hillsong LIVE. Hillsong United is the name of the band that grew out of the Australian church’s youth program. Fronted by Brian and Bobbie Houston’s son Joel, Hillsong United regularly tours the world, and is arguably the “Australian” face of the church. In contrast, Hillsong LIVE albums are meant to be the expression of Hillsong’s “global” network: while relying heavily upon the Australian church’s creative team, Hillsong LIVE albums incorporate singers and songwriters from different Hillsong churches around the world. Despite separate marketing programs, there is a good deal of crossover of artists and songs between them (Riches 2010; Riches and Wagner 2012), which helps promote an overall Hillsong musical identity. While Hillsong’s 23,000-person membership is relatively small, compared to megachurches that claim six-digit attendance, its worship songs have had an outsized influence on both the Australian and global Christian sonic (and

theological) landscapes (Evans 2006: 87-109). Every Sunday, songs written by its internationally known singer/songwriters such as Reuben Morgan, Joel Houston, and Darlene Zschech are heard and sung in thousands of evangelical and non-evangelical churches around the world².

Like most modern megachurches, Hillsong is structured and operates like a secular business. According to its website, its governance policies are “based on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) Principles of Good Corporate Governance and Best Practice Recommendations, together with adherence to foundational Biblical values³”. Senior Pastor Brian Houston is the head of its board of directors, which includes members with considerable business acumen, such as General Manager George Aghajanian, formerly of IBM, and Nabi Saleh, CEO of Gloria Jean’s Coffees. Unlike secular for-profit companies, though, Hillsong Church is a registered non-profit organization, so it is income tax-exempt. Additionally, it lowers its cost structure by relying on a high proportion of volunteer labour in almost all aspects of its functioning.

Full access to Hillsong’s financial dealings is restricted. However, a general picture of the church’s finances can be constructed from its annual report. Income is generated from donations (its members are encouraged to tithe), ticketed events such as conferences, and numerous products, including CDs, DVDs, Mp3s, and books. Its 2010 Annual Report listed earnings of $64 million, with total assets of $28.7m and income from conferences of $6.7m (McMillan 2011).

Hillson’s music is produced by its own publishing arm, Hillsong Music Australia (HMA), and distributed by EMI CMG in North and South America, and Kingsway Music in Europe and the UK. It can be purchased at church events like weekly services and conferences, through the Hillsong Music website, or via music download sites such as Amazon.com or iTunes. Aside from income generated from album sales, the church receives royalties paid by other churches who use its songs in services or other events. These undisclosed licensing fees, collected in part through the Christian Copyright Licencing International (CCLI) organization⁴, accounted for between 35 and 45 per cent of all its total musical royalties in 2011 (McKenny 2011).

Hillson’s mission and message is one of global transformation, seeking to “reach and influence the world by building a large Christ-centred, Bible-based church, changing mindsets and empowering people to lead and impact in every sphere of life”⁵. It does this by building a globally networked community of local churches, and by promoting its brand tagline, “Welcome Home”, which neatly sums up its glocalization strategy. Because Hillson strategically locates churches in major international cities around the world, its trans-national congregation is culturally and linguistically diverse. This diversity is apparent at some of its larger venues, such as Hillson London, which serves around 8,000 worshipers weekly, translating its services into seven languages.

The “Hillson Sound” – A Global Language?

Musical style plays a critical role in creating and maintaining a sense of community and conveying social ideals (e.g. Blacking 1973; Rommen 2007). As such, Hillsong’s music is key to the construction and maintenance of its global brand community and its brand identity. Its services provide an immersive experience for the congregation (Pine II and Gilmore 2011: 45-46), emphasising participation through singing and clapping, which also plays a key role in the socialization and emotional engagement that its members seek in a worship experience (Albrecht 1999).

Hillsong is, of course, not the first church to appreciate the role of music in forging bonds and communicating with its followers. Indeed, music has occupied a central place in the spiritual experience offered by almost every religion throughout human history (Beck 2006). This is especially true of experiential faiths, such as Hillsong Church, that seek an “ecstatic” or “transcendent” worship experience (Becker 2004, Rouget 1985). In these traditions, music and musicians are critical resources that facilitate a meaningful worship experience of the faithful. The HMA website highlights Hillsong’s music as one of the church’s “Christian Resources,” which it offers to help achieve the following goals:

- To enable people to enter into a new dimension and atmosphere of praise and worship to the Lord.
- To empower people, ministries and churches through relevant, bible-based teaching, leadership and praise and worship.
• To share some of what God is doing here at Hillsong with other Christians around the world, as well as people outside of the Church.


By positioning its musical offerings as Christian resources that can be used for worship and also as tools for church building and evangelical purposes, Hillsong differentiates its brand from the rest of the multibillion-dollar Christian music industry. This positioning is crucial to the branded experience of the “Hillsong Sound”.

Branding is imperative for any organization that aspires to a global reach (Targos 1998). In a globalized world, brands, music, and religion are all forms of cross-cultural communication. For a religious organisation like Hillsong, clarity of communication is paramount, because its brand is bound to a claim of biblical Truth – the understanding of which is inevitably culturally-inflected. As a trans-national church, then, Hillsong faces a challenge of “global” proportions: it must deliver a clear, consistent, and coherent message across a range of offerings, through many people, in a variety of cultural contexts. Complicating the matter is the fact that this message is often delivered musically: While music is often easily absorbed into a variety of cultural settings, it is also subjective, so its ability to reliably communicate meaning through either sound or lyrics is debateable (Negus 1996: 25-35). The culturally-specific medium of music thus presents Hillsong with unique opportunities for, as well as challenges to, communicating its brand to a trans-national audience.
Hillsong responds to these challenges by standardizing its music. Like food, music and religion are subject to the cultural norms and tastes of the localities in which they are consumed. For example, as noted earlier, McDonald’s “glocalizes” in that it has a global strategy, in which it offers a standardized menu of products all over the world. However, it also practices a localization strategy by modifying some of these products or introducing new ones to appeal to the unique tastes of customers in different countries. Hillsong practices glocalization starting with the “Hillsong Sound”, its global music offering. The “Hillsong Sound” begins as a standardized mix of products intended to communicate the fundamental message of transformation. These products are glocalized through extra-musical communication that adapts the Hillsong brand to its local context in each church in the Hillsong network. In the local worship context, individual members of Hillsong’s congregations realize the meaning of the brand as they engage with and experience its music. Ultimately, the “Hillsong Sound” is inseparable from its worshipers’ experiences of the Hillsong brand.

Although it is experienced in local contexts around the world, Hillsong’s music largely originates from one place: its Australian church, the flagship location of the brand. The following section details the production process that seeks to ensure the level of cohesion and consistency that is necessary for the “Hillsong Sound”.

Hillsong Australia: The Center of Production

A strong global brand communicates a consistent message across all of its offerings. One way to achieve this is through consistency of product. To ensure the consistency
of its musical offerings, Hillsong has a codified production process by which songs travel from inspiration to recording. First, a creative team member submits a song for consideration. Hillsong’s core song writing team is comprised of salaried pastors like Joel Houston and Reuben Morgan who are both internationally known and also intimately familiar with the church’s mission and message. From a branding perspective, it behooves Hillsong to maintain a core of songwriters who are both recognisable and able to articulate its message consistently and accurately. Thus, while it is Hillsong’s official policy that any team member may submit a song for consideration, according to an Australian worship leader I interviewed, the identity of the songwriter may influence the decision making process:

[Hillsong] has an idea as to whose songs they’d like to see on the next album. So they want to see a couple from [well known singer/songwriters like] Joel [Houston], a couple from Rueben [Morgan]… There may be two from random people in the congregation or the team… but it’s pretty set (Jordan, interview with author. 1 June, 2011).

When a song is submitted, Robert Fergusson – a Baulkham Hills campus senior pastor – reviews the song’s lyrics to ensure that they are consistent with the church’s teachings. If the song’s message is deemed consistent with that of the church, it is then “field tested”. This usually involves playing it in worship services at Hillsong’s Australian churches, and observing the congregation’s reaction. Since the primary goal of worship music at Hillsong is to afford a meaningful worship experience it is vital that worshipers engage with it. Therefore, if a song is received well, it will be retained. If not, it will either be discarded or re-written. Because songs are field-tested
primarily in Australian locations, those congregation members become the de facto arbiters of taste for the entire Hillsong network. From a “top down” perspective, Hillsong Australia is the center of production of the branded music that carries the “Hillsong Sound”, as it is written, tested, and approved in an Australian context.

It is tempting to label Hillsong’s music “Australian”. However, once it is released, the music is performed by Hillsong’s worship teams and experienced by individuals in myriad “local” contexts around the world, (perhaps arguably) most intensely in live group settings such as weekly worship services. Hillsong thus seeks a further level of consistency by standardizing how the music is delivered in live performances across its network of churches, where it is experienced in the social imaginations of worshipers.

Musical Standardization and Social Imagination

Hillsong’s members primarily learn new songs by listening to them outside of church and singing them in worship services. Because worshipers are familiar with the recorded versions of songs, Hillsong’s worship leaders work to maintain fidelity to those recordings in live performances in the belief that too much deviation will distract the worshipers’ attentions from God. Because the music is performed in a variety of acoustic environments by a large number of musicians in a variety of languages, variation is inevitable. To mitigate this, Hillsong institutes a variety of

---

6 Most of the songs sung in a service during a given period are from the most recent Hillsong United or Hillsong LIVE releases. For Hillsong’s annual product cycle, see Riches 2010: 144-147.
“quality control” measures. For example, the instrumental and vocal make up of worship teams is nearly identical across all of Hillsong’s churches. Musicians learn to replicate parts as they are presented on album recordings. Additionally, click tracks are used to ensure that each performance is the same tempo regardless of who is playing the song or where it is being played. However, these attempts at standardization are moderated by an interdependence of place and identity that is equally, if not more crucial to the construction of the “Hillsong Sound” in the social imaginations⁷ of those who engage with it. For example, when I asked Hillsong London congregation members if they believed Hillsong London’s worship team to have its own “sound” or “style”, several responded in a manner similar to this 28-year-old woman who hails from London:

Our church plays everything faster and louder [than the Australian church], which I guess is what you would expect from such a vibrant place (Kimberly, email communication with author. 3 May, 2011. Emphasis added).

As noted earlier, this is not the case: Hillsong worship teams use standardised instrumentation and metronomes to ensure that worship songs in performance are consistent with the recorded versions. The music in Hillsong London’s worship services is meant to be, in an objective sense, the same as the music in Hillsong Australia’s services. Nevertheless, it is experienced by worshipers as faster and louder by virtue of its being played in London.

⁷ Here I am using “social imagination” in reference to Benedict Anderson’s concept of an “imagined community”, a community comprised of people who will never meet face-to-face but who nevertheless feel connected through mass media and the mediated images used to represent them (Anderson 1983).
The Hillsong London congregation members to whom I spoke also perceived Hillsong Australia and its music as more “laid back” than their own. One current member, who has spent considerable time in both the London and Australian churches, interpreted this in terms of culture:

There is a lot of overlap. I mean, you get into church and it’s Hillsong church, bigger and all of that. But it’s slightly different because it’s adapted to the culture, the Australian culture, so everything will be a bit slower (laughs), from the songs to – well, everything will be slightly slower (Emily, interview with author. 7 December, 2010).

Both Kimberly and Emily’s responses reveal that their perceptions – their social imaginations – of the location and the culture in which the music was produced influenced the ways they experienced it. Although there may be a “lot of overlap” between the cultures of the London and Australian churches, the relative difference in the tempos of life was perceived in the tempo of the music, despite the latter objectively being the same. The role of the social imagination, then, has implications for any glocalization strategy’s use of standardization and/or adaptation, as Hillsong’s experiment with a “Euro Sound” shows.

**Hillsong London: The “Euro Sound” Experiment**
Because of its strategic location, Hillsong London is Hillsong’s main base for evangelistic activities in Europe. Its worship team regularly tours the continent, performing music from *Hillsong United* and *Hillsong Live* albums at events in a variety of countries and cultural settings. One worship team member spoke to me about the evangelical success Hillsong London enjoyed in Italy:

Well, actually (Hillsong London Senior Pastor) Gary (Clarke) said something about [touring] yesterday. He said they call it tours, but it’s actually [evangelical] crusades. Because London goes to Italy, they go to Europe, and like a thousand people get saved in one night (Susan, interview with author. 6 February, 2011).

When I asked what accounted for this success, another suggested that Hillsong London’s music has a distinct “Euro Sound”:

The London stuff goes off really well in Italy.... It’s “Euro”, it’s got its own flavour (Jordan, interview with author. 1 June, 2011).

This worship leader believed Europeans are more receptive to this distinct “Euro Sound” than they would be to Hillsong’s Australian sound, which they might hear as “foreign”. It should be remembered, though, that Hillsong London plays music that is primarily written and recorded by the Australian creative team members and strives to reproduce those recordings in concerts. The objective elements of the music are not being adapted by the church musicians to local tastes. Rather,
European “fans” appear to be experiencing Hillsong’s music as local through their social imaginations.

The challenge to Hillsong’s branding strategy, then, lies in managing how its music is “localized”. The difficulty of this can be seen in a previous attempt by Hillsong London to cater to European tastes by offering an extension to its sonic brand, an experiment that was eventually discontinued in favour of a branding model that standardizes the product and allows local churches to adapt the context in which it is offered.

From 2004 to 2008, Hillsong London released a brand extension in the form of four self-titled albums. Although the London church’s creative team wrote most of the songs on these albums, the music largely conformed to the overall rock-based style then coalescing between Hillsong’s United and LIVE product streams (Riches 2010). There was, therefore, little in the way of sonic differentiation between the London and Australian products. However, in 2007, London broke from Hillsong’s musical convention with the release of Jesus Is: Remix. In an innovative offering, this album remixed the rock-based songs of its 2006 release, Jesus Is, as dance tracks. Synthesizers and drum machines largely replaced the electric guitars and acoustic drums of the originals, significantly changing the musical aesthetic. Much of the Christian music media applauded this new “Euro Sound.” One reviewer wrote:

Passionate Euro-styled worship has been a core driving force for the explosive growth at the new Hillsong London church. A group of talented and creative
members of the church have taken 12 songs from the original Jesus Is worship project released in 2006 and remixed them from a pop and rock sound to electronic and ambient versions while maintaining the same lyrics and Biblical messages. Mixing a sound from their Hillsong Australia heritage with the current European/London music scene, this Euro-Worship has a fresh and exciting, yet familiar sound.


In this review, the importance of place in the construction of a branded “Sound” is apparent; the reviewer posits Australia as the “heritage” of the music (c.f. Gilmore and Pine, II 2007) while connecting the Jesus Is: Remix “sound” to an “European” music “scene” in London.

In (post)subcultural theory, a “scene” is defined in terms of the vitality and diversity of its musical life (Stahl 2004, 55; see also Straw 1991). A “happening” scene is one that supports a diverse array of musics and a large number of stakeholders involved and invested in musical activities. In contrast, a “dead” scene is one with few opportunities to hear or perform music, and little diversity in musical style. Interviews conducted during my fieldwork indicate that, to Hillsong’s musicians and congregation members, Hillsong London’s “Sound” reflects London’s status as a “happening” scene. The London “Sound” has a cosmopolitan “Euro-ness” that

---

8 As Stahl suggests, scenes “are dense array(s) of social, industrial and institutional infrastructures, all of which operate at a local and trans-local level” (2004: 55). Because of technological mediation, a scene can simultaneously be “virtual” and “global” as well as “local”.
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reflects the diversity of London’s scene. This diversity is held in opposition to the homogenous musical scene of Sydney⁹, as this Australian worship leader indicated:

Question: I’ve been asking if there is a “Hillsong Sound” and a “London Sound”, and you seem to think there is.

J: Yeah, I do. I think that I was hearing… some Green Day influences, almost some Ska [On Hillsong London’s first album]. And to me that’s kind of indicative of England, where the Punk movement originated. I feel like that was something that was really appropriate. I also think that the Euro sound is so much more open to Electronica. I think they have a sense of that Soul influence in London. There are a lot of different influences that are just not present in Sydney (Jordan, interview with author. 1 June, 2011).

If the “happening” Euro-London and comparatively “dead” Austral-Sydney scenes produce different “taste publics” (Russell 1997), one might expect the congregation members of Hillsong London to prefer songs written by the London church’s local songwriters. However, when I asked London congregants which they preferred, everyone I interviewed admitted a preference for the Australian songs. This preference was expressed by two of Hillsong London’s congregants:

⁹ Interviewees from both London and Australia often used Sydney as shorthand when referring to Hillsong’s Australian members and churches. Although Hillsong holds services in downtown Sydney, its flagship location is its Baulkham Hills campus. This is an example of the gravitational pull that “branded” cities exert on peoples’ perceptions and expressions.
There’s a lot of crossover between Hillsong London and Hillsong Australia, but most of the songs that I think are the better ones tend to be the Australian ones. (Jason, interview with author. 18 May, 2010).

It’s weird, because at London, a lot of the good ones we sing are actually the Australian ones. Most of the ones London has written recently haven’t been, I don’t think, as good (Luke, interview with author. 23 November, 2010).

In 2011, the Hillsong London recording line was officially discontinued. The original intent behind the Hillsong London albums was, as many of my interviewees suggested, to create a distinct “Euro Sound” that would appeal to a European audience. However, this didn’t work in the context of Hillsong’s global branding strategy, as recounted by Hillsong’s general manager, George Aghajanian:

Question: Could you tell me a little bit about why Hillsong London no longer records its own albums?

GA: I think we got to a point where we felt… we really wanted to make sure that Hillsong, when it was represented worldwide, didn’t have a variety of different sounds. We wanted to make sure that everything we did was ultimately distilled onto one or two really good albums and not three, four, five, six different albums… with all different types of sounds. Because London has a very specific sound; Sydney’s got a different sound; Paris would have a
different sound, and Kiev and so on. So what we wanted to make sure of was that the Hillsong name and the Hillsong reputation for worship was preserved while at the same time being inclusive with what was happening with songwriters around different parts of the world... because if you have five albums, that’s sixty songs you’ve got to come up with versus two or three really powerful worship albums that would then be the best experience for the greater Church (Interview with author. 28 September, 2011).

As Hillsong expanded, it identified a need to maintain consistency and quality across its product lines. To achieve this, it abandoned the attempt to create a distinct “Euro Sound” for Hillsong London in favour of a more coherent “Hillsong Sound” that could be recognised across product streams. This move towards standardisation involved centralizing the production of its music around its Australian church and standardizing the live presentation of that music in services across its network. However, despite the music being objectively similar across venues, the music is still experienced differently, depending on where and by whom it is being played, as it is adapted in the social imaginations of worshipers in their local contexts.

Hillsong Kiev produces its own albums in as a Hillsong brand extension. This highlights the role that language plays in brand translation. According to Aghajanian: “Remembering that the basis behind this is reaching people with the Gospel in song as well as in teaching, we take our worship experience, translate it, and release it into the Eastern European culture. That’s why [in Kiev] they’ve probably had a little more autonomy to do some of these albums, and London really hasn’t. Because London, being in the English speaking world, can contribute to our global expression of our worship. Kiev can’t really because of the language issues” (Interview with author. 28 September, 2011). Another way Hillsong standardizes its product is by offering, free of charge, official translations of its songs (http://distribution.hillsong.com/publishing/faq. Accessed 8 June, 2012).
To manage the “Hillsong Sound”, then, Hillsong must go beyond musical standardization to try to shape how it is “heard” by its local congregation members. One way Hillsong does this is to position, by way of extra-musical communication, each local Hillsong city and church within the global Hillsong Church community, which is itself positioned as part of a global evangelical Christian project of Church building. An example of this is provided in the following description of the three-minute video that begins weekly services in every church in the Hillsong network. This video, which is produced specifically for each church (e.g., Hillsong London will present a different video than Hillsong New York) prepares congregants to “hear” the “Hillsong Sound” by using image and narrative to orient them toward certain ways of thinking about their city, their local church, and Hillsong Church as “home”.

**The Hillsong Sound: “Welcome Home”**


*I have found a seat in row H of the Dominion Theatre, Hillsong London’s Sunday home in London’s West End, front and center for the 6 pm service. Since there are no tickets, you have to get there early. Around me, young, happy Christians talk excitedly to each other or rush to reserve the last seats for late-coming friends, silhouetted against a stage screen that reads “Welcome Home”.*
Right on time, the lights dim. A menacing industrial groove replaces what had formerly been unassuming, ambient background music. The word “London” flashes across the otherwise dark screen. The iconic Tower Bridge appears for a moment, followed by a succession of momentary, herky-jerky shots of anonymous Londoners rushing about their daily lives. Gradually, the pace grows faster. The camera begins to zoom out, revealing glimpses of London signifiers: here, a glimpse of a man handing out free newspapers at a tube entrance; there, a red telephone box. As the visual stimuli increase, so does the music’s insistence. Just as silhouettes of the London Eye and Big Ben appear, the screen goes dark again.

An instant later, a bird’s-eye view of the Thames at sunrise appears as the music suddenly becomes upbeat. The sun shines directly into the camera, becoming a glint off of the giant golden statue of Freddie Mercury that sits atop the Dominion Theatre’s entrance. Inside, the busy lobby is filled with people that many in the congregation will recognise as friends (they might even catch a glimpse of themselves). These shots appear in rapid succession as the music continues to grow livelier.

The screen goes dark for a third time as the music morphs into a crunching, metallic guitar riff. A spinning globe appears, overlaid with the Apostle Paul’s words: “The church is not peripheral to the world, the world is peripheral to the church”.
Ephesians 3:8-10 immediately follows, reminding the congregation that: “Through followers of Jesus like yourselves gathered in churches, the extraordinary plan of God is being known”. This scripture shares the screen with images of people from around the world who, while nameless, are instantly recognizable by virtue of the ethnically
marked clothing they wear. These shots are juxtaposed with sweeping visions of masses of raised hands, signifying a large, exciting evangelical event such as a conference, concert, or the service that has just begun. Thus, the second half of the video situates London and the church in the larger evangelical project of Church building. “Church” is understood here as not only the local church, but also the church with a capital “C”, the global, borderless Body of Christ that is formed by believers. The video, which began with the single word, London, ends with a single name, Jesus. The band bounds on stage, seamlessly transitioning from the video’s soundtrack to the live worship music experience. The service has begun. (Author’s field notes, 19 July, 2009).

While an entire discussion could be devoted to the semiotics of the video described above, here I wish to focus on how Hillsong uses it to suggest ways of thinking about (and thus experiencing) the city of London, Hillsong London, Hillsong Church and the Hillsong brand in connection to evangelical Christian tropes of transformation and Church building. In order to do so, I borrow a metaphor from Timothy Rommen’s study of Full Gospel Christians in Trinidad: the Hillsong brand exists in “ever widening concentric circles” that move outward from the individual congregation, through the Hillsong network, to global Christianity (and beyond) (Rommen 2007: 41).

The first part of the video described above posits London as a place of promise and energy, but also one of loneliness and struggle. The second part of the video has a feeling of release from that struggle, a soaring journey above the Thames that lands at the door of the Dominion Theatre, the Sunday home of Hillsong London. Inside,
friends await. Hillsong London is depicted as a “home” – an answer to the struggles of city life. This “home” is part of another “home” – Hillsong Church, which the third part of the video casts in a transformational role, this time as a globally significant builder of the global Church. The video takes the viewer on a journey from the unnamed (but easily recognizable) “third world”, through an evangelical event that could easily be one of Hillsong’s annual conferences, to the “Body of Christ” – the name commonly used by evangelicals to describe the “global” Church.

Much of the efficacy of the branded experience of Hillsong’s music results from the connectedness that worshipers feel to the trans-national Hillsong network and the global Church. The “Hillsong Sound” is heard within a globally-oriented discourse that emphasises Hillsong’s ability to transcend boundaries. However, this is moderated by a simultaneous discourse that posits each of Hillsong’s churches as the “local church” of the individual worshiper. Thus, the “Welcome Home” message that greets worshipers in Hillsong churches around the world simultaneously references Hillsong’s individual churches, the Hillsong network, and the global Church; the “Hillsong Sound” may be promoted globally and heard in a local church, but it is experienced by its worshipers as a “glocal” phenomenon.

This chapter has explored some of the ways music, branding, and religious discourse coalesce as a branded “Sound” for Hillsong Church and its congregation members. It provides background on the church’s business model, including its “glocal” marketing strategy, and presents a case based on ethnographic fieldwork carried out at its London site and through interviews with members of its trans-national leadership. The experiences that its congregation members encounter when worshiping through
the church’s music, which is presented in standardized forms, are derived from the gestalt of associations that is the Hillsong brand. The music is adapted in its members’ social imaginations, which are themselves shaped through extra-musical communication that positions Hillsong as a “home” that exists simultaneously at multiple levels of (g)locality – a “home” that is a transformative agent in an evangelical project of Church building. The “Hillsong Sound” unites Hillsong’s brand, its music, and evangelical beliefs in a single glocalized sonic experience. While this analysis is based on a single, context-specific case study, at the core of what has been discussed are basic forms of human communication and meaning making. Investigations along these lines in other religious, linguistic, socio-economic and cultural contexts will contribute to our understanding of the processes of communication and meaning making that take place in an increasingly glocal – and branded – world.
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